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Introduction:  We examine models of secular variations 

in the orbit and spin poles of Ceres and Vesta, the two most 
massive bodies in the main asteroid belt. If the spin poles are 
fully damped, then the current values of obliquity, or angular 
separation between spin and orbit poles, are diagnostic of the 
moments of inertia and can be used together with gravity 
measurements to determine the extent of differentiation of 
these bodies. Using existing shape models and assuming 
uniform density, the present damped obliquity values are 
predicted to be 12.31± for Ceres and 15.66± for Vesta. Part of 
this difference is related to differing orbital inclinations; a 
more centrally condensed internal structure would yield more 
rapid spin pole precession, and larger obliquity. Time scales 
for tidal damping are expected to be rather long. However, at 
least for Vesta, current estimates of the spin pole location are 
consistent with its obliquity being fully damped. When the 
degree two gravity coefficients and spin pole orientations are 
determined by the Dawn spacecraft, it will allow accurate 
determination of the moments of inertia of these bodies, 
assuming the obliquities are damped. 

The orbit poles of asteroids are perturbed by major plan-
ets (mainly Jupiter and Saturn) and their spin poles are ran-
domized by collisions. For some small asteroids, radiative 
torques (YORP) have acted to damp their spin poles[1-4]. 
However, that mechanism is rather ineffective for large bod-
ies, like Ceres and Vesta, because it is a surface effect and 
these bodies have a large ratio of volume/surface area. The 
main spin pole damping mechanism of bodies in close binary 
orbits is tidal dissipation. This too is rather ineffective for 
isolated asteroids, as the solar tides are very small. It  thus 
appears that, if these bodies do have fully damped spin poles, 
then we will need to investigate damping mechanisms. 

Our objective here is simply to examine the orientations 
of damped spin poles for Ceres and Vesta, and compare them 
with observed orientations. 

Orbit pole variations:  The secular orbital variations of 
asteroids in general, and Ceres and Vesta in particular, have 
been examined numerous times in the past. In fact the dis-
covery [5] of asteroidal families, based upon clustering of 
their orbital elements, employed a very simple secular varia-
tion model. Such analyses have now become both quite 
common, and relatively sophisticated [6]. 

In searching for asteroidal families, the observed orbital 
elements are assumed to consist of two components; a 
''forced'' oscillation, which is the response to perturbations 
from the major planets and a ''free'' oscillation, which reflects 
a steadily precessing initial condition. If asteroidal families 
arise from collisional disruption of earlier bodies [7,8] their 
initial conditions will be quite similar, and will only slowly 

diverge. Once the forced responses are removed, the initial 
conditions will, in some sense, be recovered. They are often 
referred to as ''proper'' orbital elements. 

Our interest, in contrast, is an attempt to reconstruct the 
total long-term variation of the orbital elements of the aster-
oids, including both the free and forced terms. This motion 
of the orbit will, in turn, drive variations in the spin pole. 

Such an orbital analysis essentially comprises two steps. 
In the first step, secular variations in the orbits of the per-
turbing planets, due to their mutual gravitational interactions, 
are developed. In the second step, these planetary perturba-
tions are applied to the asteroid. The asteroid masses are 
small enough that their perturbations back on the planetary 
orbits can be ignored. 

We constructed a secular orbital variation model for 
Jupiter and Saturn, using the usual algorithms [9,10]. The 
interaction between Jupiter and Saturn causes changes in 
their mutual inclination with a period of 50.48 kyr. The as-
teroid orbit poles oscillate at that period and at a second 
period, which depends on orbit size and is 22.07 kyr for 
Ceres, and 33.53 kyr for Vesta. 

Spin pole variations:  Our main interest is in the orien-

tation of a unit vector ŝ ,  aligned with the spin axis, relative 

to a unit vector n̂ , which is aligned with the orbit normal. 

For a rapidly rotating body, the spin pole precession, in re-
sponse to the solar torque, follows from the differential equa-
tion [11, 12] 
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where γ is a damping rate, and the precession rate parameter 
a depends upon the orbital mean motion n, spin rate of the 
body s, and the principal moments of inertia (A < B < C) 
according to 
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Asteroid parameters:  The main difficulty in applying 
the theory to Ceres and Vesta is that their moments of inertia 
are not known. We do have shape models for them, and can 
estimate what the moments of inertia would be if they were 
homogeneous in density. 

Shapes and spin pole orientations of asteroids are often 
determined from light curve variations [13,14]. However, 
Vesta, and especially Ceres, are sufficiently close to spheri-
cal that this approach has proven difficult. Recent advances 
in observational techniques have allowed resolved images of 
these bodies, and the shapes and spin poles have become 
better constrained. We will approximate the shapes as triaxial 
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ellipsoids. The Ceres parameters are from [15] and those for 
Vesta are from [16,17]. 

Application:  Figure 1 shows spin pole precession tra-
jectories, projected onto the ecliptic plane, for Ceres. The 
precession of Ceres is shown, for a 20 kyr time span, cen-
tered on the present, along with observed spin pole error 
elipses. The 4 nearly circular solid arcs represent trajectories 
for precession rates {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} times the nominal 
value, obtained assuming uniform density. The figure for 
Vesta is similar, but not shown due to space limitation. 

In both cases, the observed and computed spin pole ori-
entations are close, suggesting that the assumption of damp-
ing is reasonable, and the closest agreement is achieved for 
precession rates substantially larger than nominal. Taken at 
face value, this would imply significant differentiation. 
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